
Digitisation

Driving Digital Transformation 
with Agility 

We have accelerated the adoption of digitalisation across the 
organisation. By leveraging cutting‑edge digital technologies, 
we are consistently transforming our business models and 
functioning, in step with the changing market dynamics. We 
are increasingly becoming future-ready through our digitisation 
efforts, helping drive growth, agility, efficiency, resulting in 
enhanced execution and productivity. 

From engaging the consumer through an 
e‑commerce portal (CERO Business) to improving 
efficiency of our operations with the Daily Work 
Management (DWM) portal, we are building 
resilience to withstand uncertainty, while 
providing all our stakeholders with best‑in‑class 
digital experience.

FUNCTION-WISE SUMMARY OF MAJOR DIGITALISATION PROJECTS

SD-WAN IMPLEMENTATION AT 
PLANT LOCATIONS 
Business‑critical services are often 
distributed across multiple clouds. This 
can compromise network performance, 
especially at branch locations. Software‑
defined WAN (SD‑WAN) has been 
implemented at Kanhe, Chakan, Vadodara 
and Nashik plants in collaboration with 
M&M CIT to enable tangible benefits 
like reducing overhead costs, ensuring 
uptime of network and increasing 
network performance. This simplifies the 
management and operation of a WAN, 
while cutting down expensive routing 
and hardware costs, offering businesses 
multi-cloud access.

CAPEX AND OPEX PORTAL 
This is a common digital portal with two 
different tabs, including Project Capex 
(launched in March, 2022) and Plant 
Capex and Opex, which is expected 
to be launched in July 2022. It covers 
all activities, right from feasibility 
study to closure of the project and 
encompasses all approvals, budgetary 
allocation, statutory compliances and 
documentation, among others. It also has 
system‑based tracking in real time.

Stage 
Operation & 

Supply Chain 
Finance 

& Accounting 
Human 

Resources 
Other Processes 

& Reporting 
Total 

Deployed 12 7 8 7 34 

Under Development 2 1 1 0 4 

Planned 3 2 4 2 11

Total 17 10 13 9 49

CERO E-COMMERCE PORTAL 
CERO Spare Parts (cerospares.com) is 
the e‑commerce website Of MMRPL 
(Mahindra & MSTC JV) which allows 
consumers to electronically purchase 
pre‑owned spares. This is a first of its 
kind venture in India. Customers are 
provided with the flexibility to order parts 
with available delivery options suited to 
their convenience. Quick billing of walk‑in 
customers is an added feature. 

In FY2022, the total billing on this portal 
was ₹1.32 crores. 1,467 new customers 
were registered on the portal and 2,045 
invoices were generated.

All spare part sales of CERO’s Greater 
Noida plant occur via the cerospares.
com portal. This service will be shortly 
deployed across all locations. 

In the future, CERO can work as a multi‑
vendor marketplace with multiple sellers, 
making it the go‑to platform for used 
spare parts in the market.

ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION 
(RPA) 
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is 
a non‑invasive software technology 
implemented to get updated status on 
vendor dues, PDC due list and credit limit 
status. It helped in automating the work 
flows, making the organisation more 
responsive, profitable and flexible, while 
also improving employee satisfaction, 
engagement and productivity.

Post the pandemic, the rate of digital transformation 
uptake has accelerated. We made a commitment 
to migrate to Cloud based operations, which is a 
fundamental aspect of any digital transformation 
journey. In line with this agenda, we have moved 
most of our applications to cloud over the last couple 
of years. 

PROJECTS COMPLETED IN FY2022
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MATERIAL REQUIREMENT PLANNING 
(MRP) 
Accelo has adopted the SAP MRP process at the 
Takwe warehouse and Nashik plant, with plans to 
expedite horizontal deployment in all plants. This 
will ensure that the right inventory is available for the 
production process at a timely and cost‑effective 
manner. It will lead to enhanced manufacturing 
operations, improve product quality and minimise 
material and labour costs. 

RETRO PRICE AMENDMENT- CUSTOMER 
AND SUPPLIER 
Launched in March 2022, Retro Price Amendment 
allows the creation of single credit/debit note for 
multiple invoices, allows multiple retro price inclusion 
for debit/credit note raising and streamlines the 
rate approval process through approval in the SAP 
system. It also improves approval tracking visibility, 
approval time, error and cash flows. 

MINIMUM BASELINE SECURITY 
STANDARDS (MBBS) ADOPTION
Our strategy is designed to securely enable business 
and technology initiatives, while maintaining a 
relentless focus on protecting the organisation 
against cyber threats. To understand the overall IT 
security at Accelo, an MBSS audit was undertaken 
by Mahindra Shared CISO, to understand the gaps in 
the current cybersecurity programme and to identify 
initiatives to mitigate the gap. We are also engaging 
with them for consultancy and preparation support 
for ISO 27001 external audit, which is required to 
get the ISMS certification as a part of a Base level 
security requirement for IPO.

DAY 1 CLOSURE OF ACCOUNTS
Automation of MIS for Finance and Accounts is of 
utmost priority to us in FY2023. Currently, since 
MIS is prepared manually, it is time consuming and 
prone to errors. We are exploring which financial 
activities need to be automated to ensure efficiency, 
quality and transparency,  while also significantly 
reducing costs.

PROJECT LEAP ꟷ CERO DIGITISATION
Lead – Enquiry – Assess – Procure (LEAP), this is robust upcoming software with a new‑age website and Lead 
Management System for the CERO business will use latest UI and UX technologies to digitise all internal processes, 
SAP software integration and e‑payments to customers. It is being built in association with our software engagement 
partner Neuro Nimbus. It will be a Mobile‑first web‑based engaging customer journey with a connected marketing 
– sales – operational work flow. Project LEAP will be Cloud native, always up and agile and secure, as per Group 
defined standards. 

Best User experience 
(new-age website)

Shorter response time 
(automation)

Hassle-free 
process (Reliable)

Enhanced data security 
(M&M IT security)

Modular (easy to 
add new features)

AIM 
Create a world 
class customer 
experience in 

automobile recycling

Digitisation

INITIATIVES PLANNED FOR FY2023

DWM DASHBOARD AT CHAKAN, NASHIK 
AND CHENNAI PLANTS 
Launched in February 2022, the DWM Dashboard is 
a digital initiative focused on Method of Procedure 
(MOP) monitoring, MIS dashboards and Analytics 
for Production and Commercial, along with 
Maintenance modules. These dashboards have been 
implemented at the Chakan, Nashik and Chennai 
plants. This system has replaced excel files, enabling 
trend mapping on a daily, monthly and yearly basis. 
SAP and Machine data are being integrated to drive 
further automation.

ADVANCE DISPATCH PLAN
Smooth dispatches are hindered due to non‑
availability of information like PDC lock, overdue 
lock, credit limit lock and MAP lock with the dispatch 
personnel. An innovative solution was utilised to 
use UI5 screens developed with one entry screen 
and one simulation screen, based on which a 
report linked to all the unlocking screens and 
dispatch screen is generated. This helps in efficient 
lock clearance.

ACCELOKONNECT INTRANET PORTAL
To better handle workplace collaboration, we are developing 
an ‘ACCELOKONNECT’ intranet portal to improve individual 
employee collaboration experience, strengthen HR connect with 
employees, convert certain activities into paperless, improve 
data‑based decision making and to have a one‑stop solution for 
all existing Company portals. The AcceloKonnect portal has 32 
modules across the following areas ꟷ Employee Engagement, 
Talent Acquisition, Learning & Development, Safety, Kaizen, 
Maintenance, Rewards, and Recognition, HR Administration, 
Whistle Blowing, Organisational Announcements, Compliance 
Obligations, etc. 

ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE - CUSTOMER 
AND SUPPLIER
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is the computer‑to‑computer 
exchange of business documents in a standard electronic 
format between business partners. Accelo is looking to partner 
with its customers and suppliers and adopt the EDI system 
through IBM which will be facilitated by the M&M CIT team. It 
would reduce cost, increase processing speed, reduce errors, 
and improve relationships with our business partners. This will 
help in efficient lock clearance.
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